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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A weak warm front will slowly lift northward from western deepwater leases into Texas and western Louisiana over the next 24 hours. 
Winds will increasingly veer to the southeast and south at light to moderate levels today through tomorrow. 4-6 foot waves currently 
across the west Gulf will lower to 2-4 feet by tomorrow morning. Showers embedded within the return flow airmass, if any, will remain 
isolated and confined mainly to the western Gulf. 

Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Wednesday into Thursday, light to moderate winds and smooth to slight seas will persist. Wind direction may feature increasing variability 
and/or additional veering especially over the northern Gulf as a weak cold front moves into coastal waters. This front is then likely to stall 
from coastal Texas eastward along the shelf waters of LA, MS, and AL through Friday. Thursday into the weekend may feature elevated 
thunderstorm potential as an upper level disturbance approaches from the west, and interacts with the stalled surface front. Additionally, 
fresh to strong onshore winds may develop Friday into Saturday as the aforementioned upper disturbance allows for surface pressures to 
lower over Texas while the old front briefly meanders northward. Friday night through next Monday may bring about an extended period 
of moderate to low-end rough seas across much of the region due to elevated winds ahead of this developing low only to be followed by 
fresh to strong northerlies in the wake of upcoming cold front passages. 
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